






Left: Union Station Gateway, 8 ft. (2.44 m) in 

height, commercial and handmade cone 06 

earthenware tile with underglaze, clear glaze, 

stainless steel and copper, 1995. 

Below: The artist poses with his work Tiki Tower, 

30 ft. (9.14 m) in height. The structure is steel, 

stainless steel and aluminum. The tiles are cone 

06 earthenware with underglaze and clear glaze, 

2003. Photo: Gary Leonard. 

tcross the street. Ir's a striking piece of public art. Shire 

f the need to bridge the gap between fine art and the 

rnicipalities: "Ir has to live in two worlds or else I'm 

Maybe three," he says of his role as artist, designer 

see his work, you know it's him," said the late cera

cera, who was one of Shire's instructors at Chouinard 

,os Angeles, California. He added, "There's always 

tery to discover; there's always some icon there that 

, Seckler is a contributor to CM and a Los Angeles-based

who writes about art, architecture and design.

Hot Rod 

Public Art 
by Peter Shire 

One of my early recollections is driving down the hill 

to Riverside Drive with my Dad to see Jack Hatfield at a 

hardware store with the unlikely name of People Hard

ware. Jack's name was always invoked with reverence: "Jack 

can weld." Jack helped us with many projects, from furni

ture and brackets for buildings to fixing motorcycles. 

In 1979, when ceramic and wood weren't enough, and 

I needed welding again, I became involved with all sorrs of 

fabricators and services in the Burbank area. One day I re

alized that every one of them had a picture of a 1932 Ford 

in some form in their shop. Hor rods. Right-of course

we're making hot rods. We're making cars. Burbank was 

the hub of the aircraft industry in Los Angeles, with 

Lockheed being centered there, and I was introduced to all 

kinds of metals, not to mention processes like anodizing 

and spinning, variations of technical painting and methods 

of attachment and fasteners (pop rivers were invented by a 

hot rodder who worked at Lockheed). 

There are also many supply houses in Burbank that 

have everything from the glue for certain parts of airplanes 

to specialized sand papers for whichever direction you 

want to sand in. Most of the rime all that stuff gets confus

ing, and generic materials like Liquid Nails and PC-7 

Epoxy really cover more ground. 

This all seems like an odd turn of events for a guy who 

started his art career in ceramics. Even before 1979, I had 

noticed that the shapes I wanted really harkened to ply

wood or metal fabrication, and that the ceramics provided 

a speed and accessibility to color. Now all of these things 

co-exist with my pre-adolescent fantasies of owning a navy 

blue 1932 Ford Roadster with red and yellow flames. 

Perhaps I'm constantly making this primary colored 

roadster in some beautiful mimetic way ... and pulling up 

in a cloud of dust in a flurry of excitement to show off to 

my Dad. And once again I can be with him. 

Above: Sketch for Past, Present & Future (detail). 

llelow: Past, Present & Future (detail), 13 ft. (4 m) in 

height, cone 06 earthenware with underglaze and clear 

glaze, 2000. Photo: Wayne Perry. 
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